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What are the real dangers of AI today?
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Real dangers today
1. AI systems are everywhere
2. We often fail to scrutinize their results and their biases, because we trust them so 

much



What is bias in AI?
- Disparities of error rates and performance for different populations/groups
- Relatively recent field of study in the AI community



Why are AIs biased? How can “science” be racist/sexist?
- Mirrors real-life biases in training data
- Biases are easy to use for an AI to “learn”, but it doesn’t know which biases are 

useful and which are harmful
- We don’t always notice AI biases if we only look at overall accuracy numbers



What kind of AI biases exist?
- Computer vision
- Policing
- Natural language understanding
- ...among others



Computer Vision bias
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Facial recognition and policing



Other issues with AI in policing

- Risk Assessment Software: used to predict a defendant’s future risk of misconduct
- Varying degrees of transparency



AI and risk assessment
- On the ballot, California Prop 25: “Replace Cash Bail with Risk Assessments”



Natural language bias
What’s wrong with this picture?



Natural language bias



“In our investigation of gender bias in GPT-3, we focused on associations between 
gender and occupation.
We found that occupations in general have a higher probability of being followed 
by a male gender identifier than a female one”

Brown et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (2020)

Natural language bias



Natural language bias

Brown et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (2020)



Natural language bias

Brown et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (2020)



In natural language generation, mismatch between AI’s objective (next best word 
prediction) and human impact (factuality, emotional impact, value judgment, etc)

Other natural language ethical issues



Other natural language biases
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Other natural language biases



How can we remove these biases?
- Generally, explicit awareness of potential biases is required

- For a given input, transpose the input to different populations/traits, then run all 
the variants through the system

- Train your AI model on balanced data



Whose fault is this? What can we do?
- If you’re an AI researcher: study and report ethical implication of each of your 

publications

- If you use AI in your work: push for transparency

- For everyone else: spread awareness of the wide reach and power of AI systems



Whose fault is this? What can we do?
“Scientists are some of the most dangerous people in the world because we have 
this illusion of objectivity; there is this illusion of meritocracy and there is this 
illusion of searching for objective truth”

- Timnit Gebru, research scientist at Google, and a co-founder of Black in AI



Thank you!


